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PREFACE

' This small, hook has heerr prepared

for those, -who have little, or no

material with which to work, .but who

are endowed with imagination and

with creative ability.

It is a plea to analyze carefully

and to utilize to the best advantage

waste and discarded paper and paper

products; and to make from such pa-

per certain new things which will

fill some specific need and which

will show artistic quality as well*

The material within these pages

has been arranged as far as possible

from the simplest use to those re-

ouiring more effort and concentra-

tion. In some cases, however, the



larger problems must necessarily "be

made before the scraps are available

•

Economy may have been the origi-
nal motive for the interest in this
subject, but the pleasure derived
from creating something artistic as

well as practical with little- or no
expense, has given the greatest, sat-
isfaction^

May others enjoy the same benefits
as the author

.
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C.lassif ication and Storage .

-o-

A piece of paper or paper product
which, has served its original pur-

i pose need not be discarded* If it

is clean and show£ .little sign of

v/ear, it may enjoy equal or perhaps

greater popularity in some other
guise; it may be much more beautiful
and of far greater use in its second

« childhood than in its first.

With a little time, and thought, the

various types of paper referred to

in this book, may be classified and

stored in very little space, A few

fa
shelves, a supply of shoe or under-

wear boxes of uniform size if pos-
sible, obtained from local stores,

and large manilla envelopes in which
second class mail is often received^
are. all that is necessary. Each box
and envelope should be labeled in
an orderly manner.



The following suggestions as to the
method of storing the types of paper
may be helpful.

Newspapers -

Fold and store on shelves*

Wrapping Paper - $ /]•

Roll large. pieces and stand
on end; fold smaller pieces
and store on shelves or in
boxes .

Crepe Paper Strips -

Roll tight and • pin end,

store in boxes classified
as to color or width.

Serpentine Paper -

Roll tight and store in
boxes .

Wall Paper - ••'
1

.

Books, lay flat on -shelves.

Rolls, fasten securely and
stand on end.

Magazines

-

Store on shelves until ready
for use, then cut and clas-
sify material as to subject
and use, and store in en-
velopes or boxes

.

Calendars -

Heavy weight - lay flat on
shelves.
Light Weight - roll or
store in boxes

>

Pamphlet Covers -

Store flat in boxes.

Can Labels -
.

.

Store flat in boxes.

Greeting Cards -

Classify as to size and oc-
casion and store separately
in boxes. -



ho not take apart until
read.3- for use.

Odd Envelopes -

Store according to size in
boxes

.

Envelope Linings - '

Remove from envelopes and
lay flat irr large envelopes
or boxes according to de-
sign.

Postage Stamps -

Soak off paper in cold wa-
ter, dry between blotters,
classify as to color and
store in separate enve-
lopes .

Tissue Paper -

Keep as flat as possible in
boxes on shelves

.

PAPER

This heading includes various

kinds of paper, such as newspapers,

-

magazines, wall paper books, crepe

paper, salesmen 1 s samples, ~ and

parchmentized paper scraps* Much

of it will already have bee,.- used

for the purpose intended, while

other kinds of paper referred to

may show a few signs of wear. What-

ever its present condition if it

has served its usefulness and been

discarded, it may be considered,

waste material.
NEWSPAPERS

'

Newspapers are probably more

easily secured than other kinds

of paper referred to in this/S'ha^te r,

and their use varies with their

quantity

•

i

*Paper mache is easily made by

tearing newspapers into tiny bits,

soaking the pieces in water oveu

.night, and adding some thin glue.

This, kind of paper mache maybe used

; f or modeling fruit, maps, pictures,



bowls and Jnappet heads, which, when
thoroughly dry can be painted with
any medium desired..
'" A somewhat different .type of

paper maohe is sometimes, used- for
making masques. ' For this .operation
the -newspaper it torn - into -.pieces

about a half inch by one inch.
These pieces' are soaked in -water,

then applied " one at a time, to the
clay model, until it is completely
covered. As soon as the paper is.

dry a coat of paste i-s ..applied,

then another' coat of. paper, .
and

the process is continued until- the

necessary thickness is secured.

1/Vhen the masque is completely dry,

the c 1 ay is dug out and • the r ema in-

ing 'shell is ready to receive its

coat of show-card color."

Bowls and ' trays ' c an be mad e in

the manner just described.. ••- A- glass

or a tin receptacle may be used as

a mold, and as the layers' -of paper
dry, the bowl wall shrink • away
from the original* form. , :Su.ch arti-

cles can be sanded before the paint

is applied or they can be left



Paper mache bowl
sanded smooth and
painted

•

r' XO

\
rO

J
\

V

- *A p^pe r mache bowl

I ;:

- left rough, painted .

i
f

i

End table oi

rolled news-
paper's , with
cheese box tov> I

and shelf.
i

!. 4

s ornewhat rough .
<

Crumpled newsnapors make a sat-
isfactory stuffing for pillows, or
for building, up various typos of
scene ry .

where; a temporary effect
only is required.

. .A very satisfactory "stick reed"
can be - made by rolling as tight as

possible, a full-size sheet , of news-
paper. This should bo rolled at

right angles to fch^ rriiit, the edges
fastened with glue or shellac, and

the ro1 1 laid aside to d ry . The s

e

rolls are usually a half inch in

diameter and can be used easily in

making modern stick rood furniture,

the newspaper rolls bejjp.£ used in

place of the more excursive stick
reed. Of course, these rolls can-
not bo . bent, but there

,

arc many
types of. furniture for viiieh they
are. well .adapted* A coffee table
made- with a cheese box top and bot-
tom and graduated rolls of paper for
the uprights, loses all semblance of

its former existance. Ejn&n&l or

fairly heavy oailajb p' frps the piece



a durable finish* End tables, book
shelves', radio benches and even
chairs, have been developed tfrom

this type of "stick reed".
Newspapers rolled in a similiar

manner and fastened securely so

that they Will not unroll can be

iriadc into & log cabin and prove

an interesting problem especially
for young boys a

Soaked in water a few hours, then
twisted on both ends and allowed to

dry, ncwsrr.pors make useful "logs"

for the fl'rg place. Many colors

will blaze forth as the log burns

if it has been soaked in salt water
or in water to which various chemi-

cals have been added and dried until

ready for use.

Rolls of newspapers tied at both

ends and soaked in waste crankcase

oil need not be dried, but can be

used immediately, and give good

heat

.

Newspapers may be folded into

quarters of eighths, treated with

waterproof material, and used as

shingles on a camp building or a

playhouse. They may also be used
as insulation between the walls of

a house, or they may be used for

the walls when applied very care

—

fully to the studding covered with
cheese cloth or wheeting, and given

a coat of sizing and paint.
• Several layers of newspaper, with

a cloth covering top andkbbttom,

can bo cut .the shape of the foot,

stitched clos§/ the edge, and

used 'for the sole of a house slipper.

This same type of padding can be

used as a temporary silence cloth

and as padding under a thin or a

torn rug. Several alternative lay-

ers of newspaper and. cloth make a

very servicable padding for holders.

A pile of newspapers cut neatly

into Quarters of eighths can be used

for many purpose-s. Painting or

pasting should be done on such a

pile of paper; then as the top sheet

becomes soiled it is easily removed

and a fresh one is always in place.



WRAPPING PAPER.

Wrapping
k
paper which is wrinkled

but. not torn can be much improved
by pressing with a warm iron.
Large heavy pieces can then be used
for making rug patterns , posters,
and temporary scenery, whi Ismail e r

pieces can be used for covering
books, boxes, waste baskets, and
for various kinds of construction
work. Several pieces of paper from
eight to ten inches wide, can be
pasted together and plaited into a

lamp shade. Graduated bands of

color aprlied to the bottom and a

bright colored ribbon or velvet run
through holes at the top will give
it the necessary touch of color.
If colored bands are not appropriate
the strip to be plaited can be

rubbed with oil vnd made transpar-

ent, or it can be covered with an
all-over b^tik design. A large

piece of hecvy wrapping paper scal-

loped on the lower edge, can be

used CiG a stationary window shade.

A

Stationary win-
dow shades of
heavy wrapping
papej .

Stationery of wrap ring
paper with bl-ok print
design.-'

'

<



P«.l.

Wrapping paper can be out and

g folded, int.o neat and useful folders

for ' clippings and other material.

. It . can .also be made into envelopes,

suitable for stationery and greeting

cards. A rather light tan wrapping

paper torn with a deckle edge makes

very attractive craft-like station-
m

' ery. A block printed, stenciled or

spatter work . design is all that is

necessary to give such stationery

a very professional 'appearance and

it .is a problem in which both chil-

dren and .adults may participate

o

m When a, number of envelopes are to

- be made, it is a good idea first to

•construct a cardboard templet, so

.that they may be of uniform size
• when

.
cut and .folded. Common paste

should be used sparingly for the

* sides of the . envelopes ' and gum
... arable for the flaps.

'

.
Several pieces of wrapping paper

• - fastened, together with the Japanese
binding by moans of raffia, ' yarn,
or string, will make a most useful

#) scrap book. Such a book may be used
for photographs, recipes, favorite

-7-



poems, hobbies, house plans, nature-
study, and as an ABC or scrap book
for children.

Pictures from calendars, , maga-
zine prints, and etchings are often
improved when mounted on a piece of

wrapping paper. Even a very wrinkled
piece maybe very useful as a backing
for a framed pietjivfce. Wahn used for
the latter purpose, the paper should

be wet first, then pressed firmly to

the frame on which glue has been
applied o When the paper is dry the

edges should be trimmed" away and the

result is a smooth tight surface.

^Wrapping paper which Is tooi badly

wrinkled to be improved by press ing
can be crushed more, dipped into dye

and allowed to partially dry. This

paper should be pressed while still

damp to ' render it pliable, and it

can then be used successfully for

wrapping gifts, for lamp shades, and

for any sort of construction which
requires decorative paper %

CREPE PAPER

. .

.
Strips of crepe paper which have

v been used f or • wall . and table do cor- .

- a-tions.^ .may be .useless
.
for another

such occasion,', but may" . bo of value

in. another way.- .
The strips should

be
.

.sorted as
;

to color and size,

rolled .neatly and stored, for future

Strips from one-h ,lf t o 'qne inch

in width can be twisted very tight

. and -used . for weaving » baskets.
Strips. cut about 'one quarter of an

inch, can- be twisted fairly tight
.. and used for crocheting sport hats,

belts, ba°;s, table and place doi-

.lies.. ... .. A. thin coat of shellac will

-. help, to presence the color and pro-

, long- the life of the article.
.Paper napkins can be used in the

same -way,,, . although the pieces are

rather short, to be of. much value.

. A number of soft wrinkled napkins
*i can

1 be s-1; ghtly twisted and used as

\. filler

.

; .inside ,of. a sewn raffia bas-
.\- --ket.. - Those take the place' of "reed

-9-



or cord which would ordinarily be
used*

Scraps of crepe paper strips as
well as paper napkins can be used
for favors, flowers, and many novel-
ties. This material can also be
used for embroidering wall Hangings
and for hooking ' chair seats and
table mats . The 1 very small scraps
can be cut into bits much like con-
fetti and used as Such, for building
up pictures, and fo'r the filling of
Easter baskets. Tiny bits of color-
ed crepe paper not suited to other
purposes may be soaked in water and
used as paper mache, the many colors
adding to the effect.

A few pieces soaked in warm water
until the desired color is obtained
may be used as a substitute for dye,

A strip of the crepe paper one or
two inches in width and several feet
long rolled very tight and tied in
the center makes a useful dauber for
decorative work, the end of the roll
should be dipped lightly in water
then stamped on paper or cloth much

-10-
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C

Decorative paper made by dipping

rolls of colored crepe paper in

water and stamping paper.
.



Chri 51 wo. ? g i 1 I s yv

wrapped with orepe J Is/'-

paper md tied with ^'^pj^^S^ -

heavy varn and a K J&/ffi\

spray :
' cine cones . ;: • -N .

|

I I \V I

k I NA^
x4^'

q Flower pot place csrd

^ • ^ made cf serpentine

^Xj-^^V'^ i paper with cr#pe papei
w ^ fj i

j X flowers .

as block printing is done. The
brighter colors are more satisfac-
tory for this particular work, but
a little experimenting will prove
most interesting. Circles, dots
and even bands of varying widths
may result . Both ends of the dauber
can be used, then, as the water-
soaks into the roll, the ends should
be cut off and dried a bit before
further use. This type of decora-
tion is especially useful when
paints are not bo be had.

A heavy tan or dark blue crepe
paper is often found inside of
cracker and cocoanut barrels. This,
can be used in much the same wayas
the crinkled wrapping paper and is
especially attractive for making
lamp shades. It is a goodcover-
paper for books and is also adapt-
able for Christmas cards and folders
and tho larger ^ieces for wrapping
Christmas- gifts. Such x package,
tied with heavy yarn and with a
spray of pine coned or holly tucked
in can be made very attractive*

-11-



Another type of, paper ; -which is-.*

of'ten .available y
' -although not. nec-

ce s sari ly ,'wa s to • ma-t.er-ia 1 , v i s ; j -the

paper towel .
•

.
ThosQ

;

are especially
suitable for -block printing and, for

making .ma ska and puppet heads . They
can also bo . dyod

:
satisfactorily and.,

are useful, for. Christmas gifts - and

for wrapping s:*\all gifts
;

.\
. ,

SERPENTINE •• PAPER
?

?
•

Attract ive-mats> . dislaes, flower
pots , bowls., and • even- candle, sticks
can be made fr..om .- serpentine... .paper,

'

either that' which
.
has been used; or

from : new - rolls .-
.

Starting, with, one .

end of tire, 'paper , it -is
.
rolled ; very,

tightly until the diameter
.
is the •

size desired. ' As. .each, new strip of

paper is added -it should be .pasted

to the end. of . the last; piece,
;

so

that one continuous.
.
piece is- the

result* After the. end. is securely;,

pasted, the piece . is ready- to
; .

<be

shaped- 'with the- 'f inders ..• The center-

is usually loft " f Itxt to form the

base, and the sides are pulled up to
-12-

shape. the..article. ' Many 'interesting
shapes, i can be formed from the same

size coiled mat'. An article 'can be

made- * of one "rali.n color but " more
attractive pieces are the result of

several colors, the. colors forming
stripes, around the article, A coat

of. varnish applied to both sides or

the ...inside only will make the arti-

cle
.

. f i rm and , impe rvious " to wat e r &

The most commonly formed shape is

that of t[
e
'flower pot . These made

life size are suitable for plants,
while, miniature,, ones make attractive
nut. .cups and favors. , ,

.
.

v.-:•'*«; .->'-;. ;WALL
;

. PAPER; BOOKS

: ,Sin.Cv3 • the patterns, in. wallpaper,
change, from time to time, the dealer
is -generally glad to. dispose of his

surplus sample bqolcs about twice a

year. -

' Some -of these books are very
large and contain a wealth of ma-

terial,, -while others though rather
s.mall ; '..-still contain

;

much- material-
of value. ... „.

-13-



Large pieces may "be used for
covering utility and make-up boxes,
hosiery, shoe, and novelty boxes,
waste baskets, and lamp shades.

Gift boxes suggest many possibil-
ities for the use of wall paper. The
light watered ceiling paper makes an
especially attractive box.. It may
be left plain or decorated with a

picture or a cut over Christmas card.
Stripes or designs done in colored
paper are also effective, as well as
simple line designs done in colored
Crayons

•

Papers ?/ith squared off designs
should be pasted to the box so that
the design will fit the cover accu-
rately. Occasionally a border may
be combined with a piece of plain
paper to form a design around the
edge • of the box. Some border strips
are just the right size for covering
very small ones*;

Most wall . paper tears easily and

so must be handled very carefully*
some, however, seems much more tough
and can be used for covering books,

-If*

Box covered with wall paper design.

Border forms an edging on box

.

«

Book bound in

wall paper and

vellum.



/// %

^ i

Wall paper mat

for mounting a

used card

Stationery
folder made

of plain paper

and lined with

wall paper -

for making portfolios, and for other
types of construction work. *'

. «

Many wall paper designs are very
attractive when placed' under glass
in trays and when used as a back-
ground for pictures and silhouettes
painted on glass.

An attractive ( greeting card can
be made from a very thin piece of
wall paper with an allover or very
small figured design. The card it-

self should be folded in quarters,
and the envelope should be made with
the design on the inside, thus tak-
ing the place- of an extra lining
paper.

Wall paper samples which are more
subdued in color make attractive
covers for programmes and booklets.
If there is lettering on the back,
the cover should be made double with
the fold on top.

Scraps, left, from the larger
pieces of wall paper can be used for
work with children, for Christmas
tree decorations, for favors, beads,
and costume decorations.



There are many single motifs
which can be ; cut out and us'ed .for

various' purposes': some can bo mount-

ed and framed, others- can be used on
the top' of boxes and book covers, on
waste baskets and furniture./ i, and
pasted on nursery walls

•

Dertain types ' of' light ' weight
paper make' ideal ' gift '"wrk'r rings and
the pieces are- usually lar^e-- enough
to c ove r qultd a s'% %ab 1e '

• packa g e •

If such packages are -"tied 'with heavy
bright colored yarn : or a strip torn
from a piece of gingham or' pri3it y

they are 'very effective.
Many ideas found" in wall' paper

may be adapted to designs 'suitable

for
: embroidery, basketry, - quilts, -

rugs, tmd' numerous other types of

work.. '

' • •
: ; ....

When the pages of the wall paper
'books appear to be exhausted, the

few remaining bit's may be used for
paper m&che

•

If. wall paper books are not avail-

able, rolls of - the paper' can' often
be purchased for as little as '-three

-16-

cents • In. addition to the uses just
"mentioned, the paper can be used for
lining closets and dresser drawers
and for covering screens. A piece
of the paper wrong side up is useful
for drafting patterns, for making
charcoal -pT colored chalk drawings

\' a^rid is especially useful d.s drawing
l# "paper- for children.

The long narrow strip which ihe

paper hanger usually removes from
the side of the roll can be used in

the' same manner as serpentine paper,

although it is: usually colorless and
<• for that reason not as attractive..

• ; v
:

"MGAZINEG

: "In addition to saving and' cata-
- loging' useful articles appearing in

t# "magazines 1

, one should find uses for
mbre of t he mat er ial

.

Among t'he
; advertisements, there

are many pictures which can' be' sal-
vaged for purposes othor than those
for ' which they were intended.' Coyer

i • Ictures' can be framed, they can bo



used as a decoration on boxes, waste
baskets, and lamp shades, and they
can be counted on wood or cardboard
and used for jigsaw puzzles. Other
designs, similar "in" subject matter
or in color may be cut out and used
on screens or as a border around a
hobby room or nursery. Designs of-
ten used on the Christmas issue of
certain magazines can' be made to
serve a double purpose when added to
a more, simple gift wrapping. .

Bright colored advertisements,-
especially those pertaining to food,
can be cut out and used in scrap
books* Many of these have large
surfaces of flat color and often
stripes of gold and silver. These
can be used in place of colored
papers and in combination with parts
of discarded greeting cards they may
be used for making other cards, or
they may be used' for modernistic de-
corations on boxes, jars, notebook
and folio covers. These brightly
colored pieces can also be used for
mosaic work. An ordinary punch

-18-
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% he •

V'.;.. !

"Waste basket

decorated with

a magazine cut

out o

A jig saw puzzle-

made from a mag-

a z ine c o fe y and

counted on card

board o



Magazine cut outs used as a

border around a nursery.

Christinas design
cut out added to

a gift wrapping*

which makes a round hole, is used to
>unch out hundreds of tiny colored
disks. These disks can then be ar-
ranged to form letters and designs
when pasted onto boxes and booklets.

Very small silhouettes, which of-

ten appear through out the magazine,
ma be enlarged and used in various
ways* Fanciful decorations appear-
ing through out an article may offer
suggestions for a stuffed or a wood-
en animal. In fact any illustrated
magazine should be the source of

much inspiration to one searching
for ideas.

Several magazines of tho same

size can be rolled tightly, tied at
both ends and used in place of logs

for an oren fire.

PAMPHLET COVERS

It is sometimes possible to se-

cure discarded advertising books in

large quantities. The material in

the covers of these can generally be
used to very good advantage. The

larger pieces can be cut down for

-19-



mounting pictures, designs^ -ani-' pat

-

tqrms,, and for u.:e iti' many ''types df

construction problems •' depending on

the weight and the color of 4 the •

material*.- Booklet covers resembling

leather • c-an , often "be "ns-ed' -in -place !

of real' leather for .covering "such

things as books and :boxes • ' Very
small: .covers or s t r1 £

s

: c ut "• from- the

edges of those having much printed-
matter, can be used •advantageously

for making t c ale nd a rs

,

' gre eting '' and'

gift cards, place-cards and tallies,

and even for tags and* tickets
."

. BOOK JACKETS

The brightly colored book jackets

which are usually ' removed fi^om -books

soon :after thev
-
purchase • is'- made

when applied to a black oil cloth
screen or a table top - "add'' a decora-

tive and interesting note -of colors.'

It is sometimes advisable to protect

a book with a more substantial cover

such as one made of brown paper, in

which case the front of the book
-20-

jacket .and the title could be cut
off 'and pasted securely ..to .the .new

* cover --' marking a very .attractive
article*, jr'

. , , $tuzo*i $dt ••

' Discarded calendar. . backs* can -be

* used' "

, for .practically the same -pur-,

post's 'as
t
the pamphlet, covers,.. .

•

"If' "the re" is a 'picture on the ca-, ;

.

lendar it may be mounted and framed
or used for a puzzle. , Even the ca-

lendar pad can be used again. The

ft) numerals op a very la.rgo pad. can be

cut our 'and used for .marking places

and' things. ' In a
:
rqcreational pro-

gram 'there are many.,.
r
possibilities

foi^ithese h^mbers and' if all twelve

months have, .been saved,, any -numbers

d of games and contests can be evolved.

' TYPEWRITER CARBON
J" ... ^.

Ordinary typewriter carbon, in-

stead of being discarded, should be

^ used for tracing patterns, while the
-21-



carbon used for making "ditto" sten-
cils, which is usually used but once,

should be soaked in warm water and
the result used in placo of.dye.1he
brilliant rurple color is fast when
used on cotton goods.

Even the red folders in which the
sheets of carbon are purchased can
be used again • Narrow strips pasted
onto a box or a book often improve
the article greatly. Valentines and
other seasonal decorations can be
fabricated from this material. Of
course, the lettering on one side
prohibits some froblems, but there
are countless ways in which it cstnbe
used.

LABELS FROM CANS

In these days when can labels are
extremely decorative there are many
possibilities for their use. The
bright colored lobster, crab, shrimp,
and salmon appearing on the label,
can be cut and mounted on thin card-
board and used for a fish-pond game.
Many of the vegetable pictures so
commonly seen these days can be used

-22-
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\ V I /y with paper

punche s

.

Box decorated

Numbers from
calender pads

used for mark-

ers on card

tables or for

games .



Fish pond game

using; fish from

can labels

.

Discardeclmill ends

used for framing a

pa cture on glass .

C

in health or scrap books. It has
been told that a woman once papered
her bed room with labels from tomato
cansi „

MAPS

Maps which are taken from dis-
carded magazines and old geogra v hies
may be accumulated and used in com-
bination with road maps, which are
always on hand or which' can readily
be acquired at any filling station.
These large maps make a most inter-
esting wall covering for a study or
hobby room while the smaller ones

can be used on screens, lamp shades
and waste baskets.

DISCARDED MILL PAPER

In cities and towns where paper
mills are located, there is often a

surplus of discarded rolls of paper
which have been trimmed from the ends

of the larger rolls. This paper is

approximately one inch in width and
" -23-



varies from a- -few to several thou-
sand foot in length, The: iiost' com -

mon colors are white and tan, al-
though some mills discard the colored
paper as well as the other

.

White strips can be used for re-
pairing books. and music, slijce it is
often t rans j arent , . and it

:
may a Is o

be us.ed for binding lamp shades, and
pictures. In the case of the latter
the strips may be painted after they
are applied.

The tan paper is generally heavier
and can be twisted into, a very satis-

factory fibre cord* The paper (should

be. first soaked in warm water, then
„the ends fastened \securely, at one
end and twisted. • There are several-
ways of accomplishing this process
If. there is a lathe available, throe
strands of .

the wet paper, should- be
attached to the face plate -oil. the
lathe and the other three ends to: a

vise or ilamp which is as far away
from the lathe as possible, allowing
some slack. Then the lathe is start-
ed slowly or it might be turned by

hand, "and. the twist ing 'is accomplish-
ed very easily. A knot tied loosely
on ,bdth, "ends ' as soon as the cord is

removed will prevent it from' untwist-
ing.

The twisting can also be « done by
attaching the strand to a vise at

one end and to a drill at the other.

As the drill is turned the strands--
. are twisted into an even cord.

. The most ' simple and tedious way
but one which may be acc -wlished
with no eauipment, 1

is W twi>st the

strands by hand. They can be fast-
ened at one end and the twisting
done by the person at the other end,

or two "people may twist from both-
ends' of. the same lenrth ot material.
The latter, method 1 solves & problem
of ' occupying a "group of children,
when paper and equipment is provided.

P:: bre cord made in this - manner
costs 1

nothing and can be used in so

many 'ways, the use defending on the

Size of the "cord twisted. A' Very
fine cord can ' be

'

'woven intoarugor
used in ttaktng baskets. A medium -
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sized cord can be used most satis-

factorily in plade of rush for re-

seating chairs and benches* A very *

heavy cord twisted rather loosely,

-

can be used for filler in sewn raffia

baskets, it can be braided and made

into a, rug, and it can also be used

for cording in upholstering work.
Available rolls of paper which I

happen to be parchment iz-ed can be
dyed in the roll and while still

damp, used for hooking and crocheting

rugs, and mats* Strips of dyed papr
can be wrapped "perpendicularly over

a wire lamp shade frame to make an
;<

attractive and durable covering

•

if one has plenty of t ime as well

as paper, he may work out many more

problems • The strips can be folded
lengthwise and three, five, or seven

strands plaited into an attractive
braid. These braids can then be

sewn to form table mats or they can
be used for making beach slippers

hats, bags, belts, pillows, and rugs.

<
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GREETING CARDS

The disposal of one f s Christmas
cards the folio-wing year proves to
be a growing problem; many interest-
ing bits of handwork, however, may
be the result of vision and patiencec
Making 1 over Christmas., Ea ster and
birthday cards seems always to appeal
to children in a hospital* and to
those adults in an institution who
have little contact with the outside
or who lack funds for rurchasing -

cards, this problem of making over
donated cards also has its appeal.

In some cases it is only necessary
to cut off the name of the sender of
the card and to make a new envelope
to

,
f it the card. If the card has

deckled edges and a portion of the
card is to be removed, the now edgp
should also be deckled.

Some cards may be uct down and
mounted, on a rlain card, a calendar
back, or piece of wall paper. A
thin folder or card may be cut down
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or folded over and used at a gift
c a rd . Sm& 11 p o rt i ons of a ca rd may
be cut out and used for . tags and
seals, while ' others with writfng on
the back may be pasted to the tops
of gift boxes. "

'

'"

"'"''V/"

.
It, is surprising what remarkable

changes will result, from a
1 little

cutting . and folding •
' Sometimes 't"w£

or three cards of one sort oranother
may result from a single card'.

Envelopes for the cards; should be
made from paper as near ' like' the
card as possible or from a .'contrast-
ing color. If neither of thes&' Sug-
gestions seem satisfactory, it may-
be necessary to insert a .lining to
bring the proper relation-ship

1

bet-
ween the card and envelope. /Many
linings may be cut down from those

taken from larger envelopes*
In making over .Christmas or any

greeting cards, accuracy is perhaps
the most necessary requirement. All
cutting should be done very careful-
ly, the envelope should be a perfect
fit for the card, and should look as

-28-

professional as possible, and the
card'" and envelope ..should show some
•relationship'. ••.

# • ENVELOPE- LINING&
:

.

Unless:- they are badly torn, all
envelope linings should be carefully
removed from; the envelope and. pre-
served for future use. Some of the
larger ones can. be used for wrapping
tiny gifts 'y: while others' can be cut-
"into designs for decorating trays,
fxxiror-s^ book covers and, such articles.
St il 1 -othe r p ieces may fumi sh. s ug-

• ge.st ions for • de/signs f or various-
lypes' of work''.' The plain colored
•gold and silver1 linings are especi-
ally useful in jnaking over cards and
also' combine well with colored paper
for various types of decoration.

•ENVELOPES

Even the envelope of the greeting
card should not be destroyed. In-

teresting animal rlcace cards which

-29-



stand alone oan.be made from the
corners of envelopes. Bookmarks cut
from the corners and simply decorat-
ed with crayons can be made by very
small children • Some envelopes open-
ed out flat offer suggestions, and
patterns for making other envelopes
and folders. Very large ones with
little writing may be cut d,pwn and
used in making smaller envelopes , or
possibly gift or placer cards #. . The
stock used in making envelopes for.

the more expensive cards is usually
a grade which is worth salvaging^

Envelopes made of colored paper
may be used in reconstructing cards,
for making paper chains, table de-
corations and favors, even that pop?
tion with the address may bo. used'-,

for punc-ing small circles to use in
mosaic decorations

»
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Enve 1 o p e 1 inl ng 3 may b e an i ns p i

-

ration tot many types of designs.

Tissue paper nay be

show card colors or

crepe paper dipped

decorated with
with rolls of

nto water.

POSTAGE STAMPS

# The stamps too, should not be
• overlooked. If they have no value
to the collector they can be used to

.

:

make .borders on lamp shades and book-
lets. A box covered with stamps of
one: color, arranged neatly in rows

m furnishes amusement and usually re-
sults in an attractive article. Can-
celled stamps can be cut diagonally

:. or in circles and other shapes and
used to form designs on place cards
and tallies. The perforations on

# the stamps add. an interesting touch
to designs made in this manner.

TISSUE PAPER

Sheets of tissue paper which are

# often found inside of shoe bdxes, as
well as very thin paper napkins, can
be made into useful wrappings for —
small gifts, or the napkins can be

—

used for the purpose originally inten-

ded •

An all over design may be applied
by drawing the paper through a pan



of water to which oil colors have
been added. A different typo of all
over design may be" done with a s r pnge
and show, card colors. Very, into rest-
ing patterns may. be developed by
brushing the rarer lightly with the
Sfonge dipped into the color. ' Dia-
gonal and. plaid designs are the. most
effective; as well as being easily
applied.; '

. :

All over .spotted designs-
. 'may ,be

done with as; onge, while ' spatter
work and block printed patterns/ are
.also; effective.. .

CARDBOARD

- v'; ••>ikv i^f^J,:'' usxrd fiot:M Mati$$& aCardboard of varying thickness is

used 'for making boxes arid containers
of many .shapes and sizos. As the

Remand, for this typo -of recortacle
increases, ' so 'will the uses for this

discarded article increase

.

This, heading includes a variety
> of cardboard Products '

- ranging

from pill boxes to corrugated car-

tons • •
•

SMALL SLIDING 1

BOXES'

# A . A neat gift may be - constructed by
covering five or six 'of these boXes
with envelope linings, buts of ^ring-

'ham, pieces of felt or colored .' paper
and labeling them for desk. supplies

.

' They can bo covered to resemble, small

,
suitcases and used for favors.

Ten boxes set up on end,, and a

numeral cut from a calender pasted
to the front of each, may be used

for table ten pins. Any soft ball
may be used 'to knock them" down*'
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Several match boxes placed one on

top of the other and
,
gluejii together,

painted or wrapped with paper, make

a desirable chest . pf drawers \ - for
dolls' houses.' .

•• '.

Match boxes, pill boxes, and, other
very small boxes may be wrappedin
scraps of plain paper or envelope
linings, and tied attractively,' and
used to decorate a table Christmas
tree

.

CARDBOARD' ROLLS

The cardboard rolls, found inside
of balls of crochet or knitting cot-
ton may be easily converted into- ,

napkin rings suitable for parties,
camp use > .

and for temporary needs •

They may be wrapped with twisted;-

crepe paper and shellaced for dura-
bility. Raffia and yarn can also be
used to-'cover the roll and this, may
be woven in or tied with the lovers r

knot to give a finished effect*
One cardboard roll cut through

¥Match boxes cov-
ered and usee for
a desk set.

A box covered to reserrnle

a suitcase , used as a favoi



:M£.j-kiri rings of

cardboard rolls
covered with ya
twisted t.aper , 0

raffia

.

Var p ernes uff#<J

'avers or as a

Christmas candle

the center cross wise will make two
shoe buckles suitable for costume
use. -Two square holes should be cut
on. each 'Side of the center, and the
buckle made more realistic by cover-
ing with rold or silver paint. The
curved' contour of the roll lands its
self well to the shape of the shoe.

' The rolls on which ribbon and tape

are usually wound, vary of course,
in diameter and in thickness. The
very thin rolls can be painted and
used as ear rings for ,a gypsy cos-
tume. Thicker ones

t

can. be used for
making small drums to be used for a
child 1 s rarty, while rolls- of all
.sizes' can be covered with .paper or
rainted and used for Christmas tree
ornaments

•

CARDBOARD TUBES

Cardboard tubes on which rug warp
is purchased are generally an inch
in -diameter and five inches long,
hollow in -the center. Miniature coif
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bags can be made
.

.of these tubes if
they are covered with a piece df
cloth or paper with

,

perhaps .a scrap
of leather for a handle. Two cones
painted and decorated make a practi-
cal .handle,, for a jump rope/ The
rope itself could be mde of heavy
spool-knittin..; with a

:

strip' of cloth
drawn . through the center . One.' cone
inserted in .the top of a cheese' car-
ton make tne center of a ring' toss
game • •

T-'-ninvr ip^v

A tube wrapped, in gay tissue ^ or
crepe paper fringed at the ends ftiMit

conceal a paper cap or somd /other
prize and can be used 'in place of
the more expensive bonbon ' favors

.

Wrapped in red paper or painted red,
with a piece of string protruding
from one end, the tube 'becomes' a

firecracker favor; or with a piece
of orange tissue in one end and set
in an appropriate holder, it may bo-
come an artificial Christmas candle.

Warp tubes can be cut in pieces
about one quarter of an inch wide,

-36-

and dipped in raliiifc for reserva-
tion t When dry they can be used for
decorative tassels or shade pulls,
l'imp cords and such, or they can be
combined with other ^materials for
making strings of beads. A make
shift for ; checkers, they are unex-
celled. . ......

Seme warr tubes taper at one end
and therefore can be used Tor' slight-
ly different purposes. A holder for
paint brushes, pencils, or even for
artificial

, flowers can be made by
inserting . the small' end of the tube
•into a piece of heavy cardboard or

;

wood. These, may be tainted or fur-
ther decorated if ddsirod. by apply-
ing a cut out figure or a floral de-
sign at the front of the cone.

Both the straight and cone shaped
tubes make, attractive Christmas tree
decorations when they are painted and

hung by means of fine wire or
string.

Closely related their cone - shapsd

tubes are the individual coverings
-37-



often used in cases of bottles f If

they are in good condition they can
be used in much the sameway ' as the

warp cones, but if they are torn or

broken, because they are made of

paper' m&che, they may. be torn . up

and softened and used for modelling
purposes.

• MAILING TUBES'

Mailing tubes vary in length and

in thickness. If the tube is made
of heavy cardboard but not

.
very-

large around, it may be cut in

pieces about two inches long and

the ends inserted into wood, card-
board or tin, and made into, a can-
dle or wall sconce. These may be
impracticable f or every day. &use,

but for stap;e settings such as fix-
tures are indispensible

.

Long mailing tubes painted .to

resemble sticks of candy are very
effective if they are hung by a

string • on a very large Christmas
tree.

Mailing tube used as

wall sconce for stage

setting

.

Cardboard roll out

In half to make

costume shoe buckles.

/:

v. &7y
'v • /

Ribbon fcotlfl as

Chrlstfeas tree

or lament s
,
pai nted,

cohered with paper

or with cottcHif



A box, milk bottle topf
4

and a piece of reed
make a small warjoric ^

i ops

and
or cneese
-oecream

c ont airier s

* J

felt arplinue n

for a Tyrolean
tally

„

Rope edging makes
a nautical glass
coaster

.

I ilk
fJ

MILK BOTTLE TOPS &
CARTON COVERS

Cardboard milk bottle tops should
bo washed and stored for' various -

noeds. They can bo r-ainted and used
for buttons on costumes and for cos-
tume jewelry, A set of' poker chps
can be made by gluing- two caps to-
gether, sanding the edges and raint-
ing with ,s.hqw .card color.- Used' sin-
gly or

.
Igued together they make

suitable wheels on cardboard toys,,

and with a bit . of decoration and a
string inserted, they may be used as
shade pulls or key tags.: •'

•"

The cardboard 'circles usually-
found on the tops of • ice' cream --con-

tainers are about the same thickness
but somewhat, larger in diameter and
generally have a small tab on 'one
side. These covers can be used for

tallies by punching; a hole on the
tab and inserting: cord, or ribbon
then covering, the lettering -with a

paper or cloth decoration, in keep-



with the decoration* Bits of pa-
per or felt can also be arranged to
form a design an will disguise
the origin of the cover,

A still larger : cardboard. cover,
which usually fits into the top of
a cheese- spread- -container^ is the
right; size 'for \ glass' coaster- A
coil of rope fastened' at- intervals
with cord or raffia in contrasting
colors, t'o the covers, - and a. coat
of paint and

;

shellac "for 'Perman-
ence is all that is ' necessary' to
t ransform

'
the s e t ors ' int o s ome thing

useful. " '
•

j

1
, •

;/ . j

.
An attractive • set of -table mats

.can be made, ' by using ' these covers
,

as a ' center,' enlarging them to the
desired' size with a simple basket-
ry stitch, using reed' and raffia

.

or pine needles and raffia... -.•

,

A collection of bottle caps' or
carton covers of various' sizes; may
be useful

.
as patterns for cutting,

applique designs, quilt blocks or,
for making circles of '

' any size on
a piece of needle' work or lamp-
shade .

-40-

CHEESE CANTONS

The cheese cartons and smallice
cream containers wrhich taper slightly
at the bottom, make attractive flower

pots for flowers and vines which re-

quire little or no water and which
can be planted in sand. A coat of

house paint will preserve the carton
for a season at least, — although
heavy decorative paper and certain-

wall paper ratterns or chintz can be

glued around the carton to simulate

a piece of decorative pottery. Both

the carton, and the top covered with,

the same material, make an unusual
and attractive container for candy

or nuts *

A. frill made of cut paper or a

paper doily placed inside, and the

addition of a handle will convert

the carton into an interesting May

Basket

.

Another variety of cardboard car-

ton used for cheese, oysters,, and,

other food, is cylindrical in shape

and usually 2?r
fT in diameter , and Jfr'*'



or 7
M high with a cover which fits

over the. top and which is f-" deer.
There is scarcely no limit to the
number of articles which can be
.made f rom, such cartons. Fabrics,
paper, and

. paint can all be used
satisfactorily on • the sides, and
the shape of. the carton lends it -

self well to various articles

«

- • A small- carton -painted.,
. .lined

with wall
,
paper, and a handle added

on
. the top becomes a hat box for a

doll; with
.
partitions inside, . it

may be •

;
us.ed as. a : aewing box, , and

with a hole in the top of the cover,

it becomes a rece.rtab.le ...for twine
.or yarn. Covered .with envelope lin -

•ings or decorated with -aint or. .cree

yons, and filled with a
t

.
dozen tea

balls — a spoonful of tea in small
cheese cloth bag and bright ly. color-
ed tag to indicate . the flavor - it

makes •. ^ delightful gift. Those con-
tainers are also a suitable size,
for cookies, and can, of course, be
billed with many other things. .

3j e c or at ive oy s t e r

carton rsed for

a twine holder.

Ice cream carton
pa int e d avd used,

for flowers.

Cheese carton made

into a doll' s chair

or ^evj 1 ug bo x •



f © ® j r

Animal toys made

from cheese cartons.

.X)

Cocktail coasters
made' from the rims

of oy s 1 e f cart on s

,

letters out from
magazines

.

* <

Lanterns, doll T s .cradles, winged
chairs/ and jardiniers, are' only
a few of. the interesting things which
can be made from the cartons.

;

Very
unique animals' such as a dog, turtles
and. alligators maybe made by' cutting
the carton lengthwise and' ad ding head,

tail and feet from other' parts " of
the carton. ' Such thing's as wall
sconces and candle" st icks ' may 'seem

impractical but are useful as stage
decorations 'where only the effect is

needed'. ' 7 '
* - •

• l
l '

"

Slices, of ' cartons are useful as
collars to use in the garden to pro-
tect early plants.

The
.
covers of ' the cartons also

have many .uses. First of all, they-
are indi sponsible to use for covering-

the' tops of small jars of f ood and
to place unde r jars or plant s where
there is' apt to be moisture.

Because the covers aire com- o sod
of two 'parts, the tim and the top,
and merely pressed into share, they
can be easily separated and the top
with its rolled ed-e- 'used for coas-
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ters, ash . trays, and for a simple
plaque, A very attractive pair of
silhouettes may be made. by cutting
heads from any black paper

;

and past-
ing to the center, then, painting
the rirn black and attaching a . pic-
ture hanger*

Oatmeal and other round cylindr-

cal cartons are usually less sub-
stantial but

. may serve the purpose
for temporary ue. Many of the ar-
ticles described in the preceding
paragraphs may be duplicated with
the oatmeal carton. In addition,
these cartons make , useful waste-
baskets when only a small one is

needed.
If the surplus cartons are used

to receive bits of paper, strings,

-

nut shells, and > othe r . sma 1 1 wa st

e

and the c
v
over s fastened on and glued

into place, if possible, these car-
tons will make most useful logs for
the fireplace.

In some places milk and cream-
are delivered in a cardboard cap-

ton which tapers toward the top.

i • i

1

These, like the oyster carton, come-
in two. sizes* Both the large and
the small ones may be decorated in
many different ways and used as
flower receptacles. A large one
may be filled with sand and used as
a lamp base, or after the bottom
has been

:

removed, it may be used as
a megaphone. In making the lamp
base, a large cork' should be fitted
into the top and the' fixture attac-
hed to that .

;

Both sizes of " cartons tni ly also
be used in much the same manner tis

the tapering warr cones, after the
bottom has been removed, while 1 the
bottom being a pasteboard circle
may be used for the same -urposes
as the covers removed from icecream
and cheese cartons.

O «

FACE "POWDER BOXES

Round and square boxes in which
iace powder is usually purchased,
may be cleaned throughly, lined
with paper or satin and used for
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jewelry or .trinkets • There a re
.
many

interesting ways, of . coverin rr..". these
boxes, .depending on the amount of

time at one 1 s disposal"', and the pur-'

pose for which the box is intended.
Bits of silk, satin, and lace glued

in place will make a very feminine
type, of box. . Tiny circles '..' punched
from paper lend, themselves well 'to

this type of article, especially if

the box is round • A square 'or ob-

long box covered with cancelled
stamps makes a pleasing desk acces-

aptyn <n
;

?nt>t#j iik
k

fwiwf- :

- w
One

.

idea, will no doubt lead to

another ..

Cheese carton lids

with magazine cut-

outs for decoratio*

Paper 'milk- container?

m'ay be decorated a.pd

used for a vase

.



Wall sconce for
sta-e effect made
from a cheese e&rtoa.

m
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I4.

Logs, paper kA9>Uk

nMn - • .. .
-

,§ Magazines .

-
.

. 17

Mailing tubes i '. 3^
Make -up -boxes II4.

Maps
1

. • 1,23
•Masques - 2,12
Match boxes i- ' " '

,M
3^-

# Mats 12
May baskets •

"
• I4.I

Megaphone : "-
'

Milk "bottle tops 38
Mill pa,per :

••
.

• 23
•Mosaic work •

' 18,3G,ij.C

Napkin rings 3I4.



Newspapers 1

Novelties 10.

i>!ut cups 13

Oatmeal cartons L\l±

Oyster container Lj.1-

Padding "
. 5

Paint brush holder .
, 37

Pamphlet covers 19
Paper chains 3 fj

Paper dishos 19
Paper mache 1,10,H',3'T
Paper napkins 9, 31
Paper ^towels 12
Parchmentized paper 26
Picture binding

;
Si;.

Picture mounts 20
Pictures 1,^,21
Pillows 26
Pine cones '

'

•' 11

Place cards 20,30,31
F-a^ues J. I4I4.

Foker chips 39

Portfolio . :
: ;

, ; 15
Postage stamps Jl:

Posters ...

Programme covers .• .15".

Puppet heads 2,12

Puzzles • • 18,21

Quilt patterns • -16

Radio tench • . l\

< Ribbon rolls ..

•'

35
Road maps 23
Rolls of paper lb

Rug padding 5

Rug patterns .
Cr

Rugs" . ... 26

H Rush" seating • 26

Scenery 3

Scrap books 7,23
Screen coverings 17/18
Screens 20,23



Seals
Serpentine paper ^7
Sewing box ^
Shade pulls ^ ?q
Shingles

I
Shoe boxes :ji

Shoe buckles 7^
Silhouettes

15,19*14
oiiding boxes

33Slipper soles t

Sponged paper
32

Spool knitting 3^
Sport hats

g
Stage properties

^3Stamp decorations
31,1+6

Stationery '

yStick reed, synthetic
3

Stuffing, for pillows
3

TTrj-1 ff

Tags
20

^ 2Q
Table decorations

g 30
Table doilies '

g
Table mats

j^q
Table padding *

gTable ten pins
33

•> Table tops 20
Tallies 20, 31,30
Tape rolls '35
Tea ball box 6
Temporary scenery 6
Tic Vets 20

# Tissue pa^er 31
Tracing paper 22
Trays 2,15
Twine holder /,$

Twisted papar 9
Typewriter carbon '21

Upholstery cording 26

^ Valentines 22
Vegetable labels 22

Wall coverings 23
Wall decorations |£

' Wall paper 27



Wall paper books \%
Wall paper designs 15,1+1
Wall sconce 3^,1+3
Waste baskets li+, 16/18*23
Wheels «
Window shades
Winged chair, miniature Ijff

Woven baskets • 'or .

Woven rugs "25
Wrapping paper

t

< t

C 4

( 4




